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G E N E R A L  G E O R G E   P A T T O N 

Born: George Smith Patton, Jr. – 11 November 1885 

Died – 21 December 1945, age 60 

---------------------- 

 

* General, Army of the United States: 14 April 1945 

* U.S. Military Academy at West Point: 1909 

* U.S. Army Master of the Sword 

* Old Blood and Guts 

 

 

(Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons) 

 

George Patton was the most brilliant commander of an army in  

the open field that our or any other service produced. 

~ General Dwight D. Eisenhower 

[Patton: A Genius for War Carlo D'Este] 

 

ATTON. The name is legend. The man is George Smith Patton, Jr., arguably the most memorable American 

military hero of World War II and perhaps of the 20th Century. "Old Blood and Guts" as he was known, was a 

brilliant, eccentric, enigmatic, flamboyant, arrogant, war-loving, larger-than-life iconic leader whose demeanor, 

presence and words could inspire ordinary men to win extraordinary battles. Without question, George Patton was a one-

of-a-kind swashbuckling superstar built for war and with a destiny that supplied it. 

 

Donning flashy ivory-handled nickel-plated revolvers, fire-flamed rhetoric, over-sized stars and an ego to match, Patton 

was an imposing presence, especially on the battlefield. An avid reader and devout student of war who believed in 
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reincarnation, Old Blood and Guts was born to excel in war and die, ironically and allegedly, as a result of a freak post 

war vehicle accident. 

 

PROVOCATIVE QUESTIONS  

 What number in Patton's chart helped make him a great general? 

 What master number gave him his flamboyance and distinctiveness? 

 Which lifetime number pattern reflected his 'war management' path? 

 What master number reflected his powerful communication skills? 

 Which two numbers helped generate his arrogance and dominance? 

 What missing number nearly cost him his military career? 

 

THE DESTINY NUMBER OF GENERALSHIP  

George Patton's Basic Matrix clearly shows a life of generalship. Notice the 44-8 Lifepath in the following Basic Matrix? 

This is the numerical vibration most associated with executive management and command. Anyone with a 44-8 LP will be 

involved with organization, execution, orchestration, management and administration because through the 44 energy the 

qualities of the 4 (order, organization, service, duty, structure, discipline, stability) rise to the interactive, connective, 

managerial and executive level of the 8. 

 

Basic Matrix: George Smith Patton Jr. 

LP Exp. PE Soul MS Nature MN Voids 

44-8 6 5 5 4 1 9 3 

 

As well as having the 44-8 in his Lifepath, Patton's Letter Timeline (LTL) expressed this master number in the PE of the 

"R" in his first name, "George," creating an 18-9/44-8 IR set (the 18 is a 9 in reduction and the 44 is an 8 in reduction). 

This time of his life was from ages 19 to 27. This IR Set of 18-9/44-8 energy is computed by adding the Specific value of 

the letter "R" which is 18, to his General Lifepath root of 26 to create a 44. The simple IR set is a 9/8. The Specific IR set 

is, as we see, an 18-9/44-8. It was during this nine year period in which Patton graduated from the United States Military 

Academy at West Point and also competed in the 1912 Summer Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden, finishing fifth in the 

first ever modern pentathlon [Wikipedia]. This 18-9/44-8 Letter Timeline (LTL) added to Patton's 44-8 Lifepath creates a 

double stack of the 44 generalship energy. 

 

There is another nuance relating to the 18-9/44-8 Letter Timeline "R." It  is contained within the 11-2 master achiever PE 

energy of "George" whose IR set is 3/11-2. These combined energies of the 11-2 and 44-8 certainly assisted him in his 

achievements during the ages of 19 to 27 and, as we shall see later, reinforced his generalship "war management" energies 

reflected in an 11-2/8 IR set dominating his life (see Life Matrix). 
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The 44-8 is additionally situated in Patton's Letter Timeline in the "R" of his "Jr." suffix, creating another 9/44-8 IR set. 

Of course he never lived long enough to pass through this last 44-8 LTL period, but nonetheless its energy was an aspect 

of  his life and destiny. 

 

Was the 44-8 master number enough to make Patton a great general? No. It certainly helped make him successful as a 

strong leader, manager and athlete, but a 44-8 Lifepath is not uncommon, although the Letter Timeline 44-8 PEs are quite 

rare. What is uncommon as far as Patton's overall success is concerned are other factors in his chart, especially master 

numbers. 

 

PATTON'S MASTER NUMBERS  

Patton had the 11, 22, 33, 44, 55 and 77 master numbers in his life blueprint. This is quite noteworthy. However, what is 

more noteworthy is the type and placement of specific master numbers in his King's Numerologytm chart.  

 

Every one of the Epochs, Pinnacles and Challenges in Patton's Life Matrix contains a master number except his 1st 

Challenge, which had no number because he was born on the 11th of November (11 minus 11 = 0). Each of his Name 

Timeline PEs (George-Smith-Patton) houses a master number except the PE of "Jr." George carries an 11-2 PE; Smith 

carries a 77-5; Patton carries a 22-4. This is a meaningful master number grouping because of its emphasis on the intense 

interaction with others (11-2), mental depth and alacrity (77-5) and master control through strength and structure (22-4). 

 

Master Numbers in General George S. Patton's Chart 

  

11 Hexstack (six stack), creating  life linkage (1st and 2nd Epoch; 
2nd, 3rd, 4th Challenges) in addition to his Name Timeline PE of 

"George" from birth to age 39 

22 1st Pinnacle 

3rd Epoch 
Name Timeline PE of Patton from age 64 to 86 

33 Crown Pinnacle 

2nd Pinnacle 

44 Lifepath 
Letter Timeline PE ("R" of "George" from 19 to 27) 

Letter Timeline PE ("R" of "Jr." from 88 to 96) 

55 Grand Pinnacle 

66 none 

77 Name Timeline PE of "Smith" from age 40 to 63 

88 none 

99 none 
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Name Timeline (NTL): George Smith Patton, Jr. 

     

 First Middle #1 Last Suffix 

Names George Smith Patton Jr. 

Timeline birth to 39 40 to 63 64 to 86 87 to 96 

General 39 24 23 10 

IR Set 3 6 5 1 

2 5 4 9 

Master #s 11 77 22  

 

As discussed earlier, linkage—the continuous occurrence of the same number, numbers, or number patterns in a chart—is 

a significant aspect in the destiny of an individual. Life Linkage occurs when the same pattern or patterns occur from birth 

to death. It is extremely rare. Patton had the 11-2/8 IR set active throughout his entire Life Matrix as seen in his 1st Epoch 

(11 birth day) and 2nd Epoch (birth month of November), as well as in his 2nd, 3rd and 4th Challenges. Quite noteworthy, 

this 11-2/8 IR set was the only numeric pattern in his Challenge structure. 

 

A DESTINY BUILT FOR WAR 

George Patton's destiny was clearly to be a commanding general. The most telling aspect of his life is depicted in his 44-8 

LP and the 11-2/8 IR set in his Life Matrix, which begins at his birth in his 1st Epoch—the day of his birth (the 11th of 

November) and continues throughout his life, culminating with his 4th Challenge. This 11-2/8 life linkage, as noted 

earlier, shows the energy of war, relationships, adversaries, contention, others and teamwork through the 11-2 energy. 

This tells us that from his first breath to his last (which for him was age 60), Patton would be heavily challenged with the 

concept of others in its many facets—war being one of them—and the concept of the army as a team. As he has been 

quoted in his famous "Speech to the Third Army" delivered on the eve of the Allied invasion of France in World War II 

on the 5th of June 1944  . . . 

(pattonhq.com/speech) 

 

An Army is a team. It lives, sleeps, eats and fights as a team . . . 
 

Every man does his job. Every man serves the whole. Every department, every unit, is 

important in the vast scheme of this war . . . 

Each man must not think only of himself, but also of his buddy fighting beside him.  

 

When this 11-2 energy moves through the filter of his 6 Expression, the outcome is an 8 (2 + 6 = 8), the energy of 

executive management, leadership and command. This combination can be referenced as "war management," which is 

exactly what Patton did extremely well—manage the battlefield. As Supreme Commander of the Allied forces in Europe, 

General Dwight D. Eisenhower (later becoming the 34th President of the United States: 1953 to 1961), asserted . . . 

 

George Patton was the most brilliant commander of an army 

 in the open field that our or any other service produced. 
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This is certainly high praise, especially coming from a former United States President and five star general who was 

Patton's commander-in-chief during World War II. Eisenhower's remarks underscore the brilliance of command of Old 

Blood and Guts. 

 

FLAMBOYANCE & ECCENTRICITY  

Patton had a reputation for being both eccentric and flamboyant. The number 5 is largely responsible for the flamboyant 

aspect. Patton has a 5 PE and a 5 Soul, the former representing the performance he gave in life and the latter identifying 

his most primal desires. Patton was motivated and driven to be flamboyant, mercurial, diverse, active, freedom-oriented, 

hard to control  and motion/movement-oriented. This 5 energy was further supported by the core of his lifepath—his 55-1 

Grand Pinnacle. 

 

The 55-1 is the most unique, original, independent energy of all the master numbers. It is all fire. Interestingly, it is the 

core of his 44-8 generalship Lifepath, which is all earth. Fire and earth—an interesting combination. Certainly for Patton's 

adversaries, he created fire in their earth. 

 

When the 1 crown of the 55 funnels through Patton's 6 Expression, the outcome is a 7—the most introspective, thoughtful 

and studious of the nine basic numbers. This 1/7 IR set is the most solo, solitary, deep-thinking and isolated combination 

there is.  It was this 1/7 combination that gave Patton his enormous ability to study war, which paid great dividends in the 

victory category. Great fighters must be great thinkers. Patton was a thinker, rash at times and impulsive, but a thinker 

nonetheless. 

Furthermore, the 55-1/7 enregy can make people eccentric because of its powerful originality, independence and depth. 

Without a doubt, the 55-1 energy does make people unique, as we have discussed many times in this work. When the 7 is 

in the outcome position, the eccentricity aspect enters into the equation. Without question, George Patton was, indeed, 

both original and eccentric. 

 

"SMITH" TIMELINE PE: 77-5 

Relating to Patton's destiny, from age 40 to 63 he was in the "Smith" Name Timeline which carries a 6/77-5 IR set. The 

77-5 master energy reflects  a very diverse and active mental process—the 5 being diverse and quick;  the 77 being 

extremely mental, studious, analytical. This energy occurred in the heart of his career, corroborating his skills of conflict, 

war, tactics, strategies and generalship during World War II. 

 

This 77-5 also contributed to Patton's flamboyance and eccentricity. The  7 energy is the most internal of numbers. When 

it is elevated eleven times to the 77, the internalization is also expanded, thus helping Patton to be not just flamboyant but 

the great battlefield tactician he was. Successful warriors must have quick minds, and the 77-5 PE originating from the 

name "Smith" certainly was a positive asset in this regard. 
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Name Timeline (NTL): George Smith Patton, Jr. 

     

 First Middle #1 Last Suffix 

Names George Smith Patton Jr. 

Timeline birth to 39 40 to 63 64 to 86 87 to 96 

General 39 24 23 10 

IR Set 3 6 5 1 

2 5 4 9 

Master #s 11 77 22  

 

 

ARROGANCE & DOMINANCE 

Patton has also been described as arrogant and dominant. The two most powerful numbers acting in concert that create 

this condition are the 1 and 9. The ego of the 1 and the rulership of the 9 make for a person who is strong, unbending, self-

willed, charismatic, dominant, potentially domineering and overbearing, with both leadership and rulership qualities. This 

1 and 9 combination is a powerhouse. It often gets people in trouble because the ego can get out of hand, but if a strong 

leader is the chief ingredient in the recipe for success in difficult times, then the 1 and 9 combination is a workable ticket.  

 

George Patton's Nature was a 1; his Material Nature, a 9. This 1-9 cipher set perfectly expressed Patton's personality—

egocentric,  strong, dominant, self-willed and overbearing, but also confident, self-assured, action-driven, charismatic and 

definitely . . . the boss. The 1-9 pairing is who Patton was and he was helpless to change it, just as we are helpless to 

change the energies (defined by our personal numbers) which drive us and create our destinies. 

 

POWER LEADER  

George Patton was a powerful leader. One of the numeric patterns reflecting such leadership is the 22-4/1 IR set which 

was active in his 1st Pinnacle and 3rd Epoch.  

 

The 22-4 master builder energy is often associated with power and wealth. It also reflects order, discipline, rules, security, 

solidity, organization, regimentation, conduct, fidelity. It can also be rigid, stubborn and unbending. When filtered 

through the 6 of Patton's Expression, the outcome of the 22's crown, the 4, is the 1—the number of the ego, self, lone 

wolf, leader, maverick and pioneer. This 22-4/1 IR set certainly reflected not only Patton's leadership, but his innovative 

and creative abilities. He was a disciplined individual and he demanded the same from his troops, especially given the fact 

that he deeply believed the army was a team (2), that every man (1) must do his job (4) and every man (1) must serve the 

whole (4).  

 

FIERY WORDS, INSPIRATIONAL SPEECHES & COLORFUL LANGUAGE 

Patton was no stranger to language that both inspired and inflamed, often drawing praise, criticism and censure. What 

numbers in his chart reflect this aspect of his life and destiny? 
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The basic number of communication is the 3. Patton's 2nd Pinnacle and 4th (Crown) Pinnacle are a 33-6/3. This is a 

positive energy of supportive and personal communication. The problem is that in Patton's chart the 3 is void. Therefore, 

the 33-6/3 could be written as 3v3v-6/3v to reflect the problematic issues with communication. Still, the energy is there in 

his chart, so it served Patton well when energizing and inspiring his troops, but contrarily was active in creating harsh, 

critical, blue-flamed speech which caused him problems throughout his career.  

 

The most famous incident involving the negative expression of Patton's 3 void was the slapping and berating incident of 

Charles Herman Kuhl, born on  6 November 1915 [Wikipedia], a soldier whom Patton felt was playing ill in order to 

avoid fighting when other soldiers were bravely placing their lives on the line in combat. Although Kuhl was subsequently 

diagnosed with malaria after the fact, Patton became irate in the moment, called the soldier a coward, slapped and kicked 

him. This created an uproar. Patton was forced to apologize to the soldier publicly and was temporarily relieved of his 

command. 

 

Since this slapping incident was such a scurrilous scar on Patton's career, and since there are no coincidences in the 

universe, there had to be some numeric connection to it all involving the number 3, and indeed there was. The following 

bullet-point list highlights the "3 Connections" between Patton,  Kuhl  and the day of the incident. 

 

Patton & Kuhl – Relationship with the number 3 

 

 The name Charles is a 3 

 Patton had a 3 void in his chart 

 Old Blood and Guts is a 57-3 energy 

 Patton was 57 years old at the time [57 is a 3 in reduction] 

 Patton was a 3 star Lieutenant General at the time of the incident 

 The PE of Charles Herman Kuhl's Basic Matrix is a 3 

 The Lifepath of Charles Kuhl [6 November 1915] is a 33-6 

 The Incident occurred on a 3 calendar day [3 August 1943] 

 The incident happened in Patton's 4th Pinnacle: 3v3v-6/3v 

 Newspaper columnist Drew Pearson related the story publicly on his radio program on 21 November 1943, 

another 3 calendar day. 

 The name Drew Pearson is a 57-3—same as Old Blood and Guts 

 

Skeptics may argue the amalgam of 3 instances in the Patton striking incident of Charles Kuhl is merely coincidental. This 

work takes the viewpoint that nothing is coincidental in this universe and that everything is constructed perfectly by 

powers beyond our understanding and that such construction is based in numbers and the energies they represent.  
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The facts in the Patton case are the facts. This concept of stacking has been shown already in the lives of both Amelia 

Earhart's disappearance and Elvis Presley's death. The purpose of relating these stacking examples is to show, once again, 

the relationship between life's events and numbers, which are nothing more than labels for energy fields. Life is not 

random, and the whole purpose of this book is to present the evidence and let you, the reader, decide for yourself, keeping 

in mind observations made by two of the greatest scientists in history. 

 

As Pythagoras said,  

Numbers rule the universe; everything is arranged according to number and mathematical shape. 

And as Newton stated, 

God created everything by number, weight  and measure. It is the perfection of God's works that they are all done with  

the greatest simplicity. He is the God of order and not of confusion.  

And so it is with life and its events, whether they are slapping incidents, disappearances, deaths or whatever they may be. 

Numbers tell the tale. 

 

REINCARNATION 

George Patton was a staunch believer in reincarnation, having been a soldier in many lives and times. His incarnation as 

General George S. Patton would seem to bear out the fact that he was destined to live a very specific life. After all, he 

survived the horror and hell of World War II but then died from complications of a severe cervical spinal cord injury 

sustained in a fluke auto accident on 21 December 1945. Notice the 3 influence in the day (the 21st) and the month 

(12th)? This was only a few months after World War II ended with the formal surrender of the Japanese aboard the deck 

of the American battleship USS Missouri—2 September 1945 (a 30-3 universal day). 

 

Patton's destiny is very much akin to the destiny of Abraham Lincoln who was elected President of the United States on 6 

November 1860, just six weeks before South Carolina succeeded from the Union on 20 December 1860. President 

Lincoln was fatally shot on the 14th of April 1865 (dying on the 15th), just five days after the Civil War concluded on 9 

April 1865 with the surrender of the Confederate Army by General Robert E. Lee to General Ulysses S. Grant at 

Appomattox, Virginia. 

 

Two great lives; two incredible destinies; two specific assignments. Lincoln's was to create a United States through civil 

war, and Patton's was to help win a war against a foreign enemy. The point is that as soon as their destined assignments 

were completed, their lives ended, abruptly—Patton's by a freak accident and Lincoln's by assassination. Coincidence or 

divine plan? Certainly, Patton believed in personal destiny. Such belief is powerfully proclaimed in his own words . . . 

 

A man must know his destiny… if he does not recognize it, then he is lost.  
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How many of us know our destiny? How many of us are lost? If we were to study our numbers, and thereby recognize our 

destiny, we would not be, as Patton states, lost. Furthermore, we would fulfill the ancient Greek aphorism, Know Thyself, 

and, in keeping with the teachings of high level mystics, we must become self-realized before we can become God-

realized. Thus, knowing our own personal set of numbers will be a valuable asset in managing our life and its future 

because we will eventually reap the fruit of the seeds we sow now. Knowing ourselves and our destiny cannot but give us 

a great advantage in the game of life. 

 

Regarding his belief in his own reincarnation, Patton penned a poem entitled, "Through a Glass Darkly." For brevity's 

sake, the first and final stanzas are offered here, stanzas which clearly reflect Patton's belief in reincarnation. 

 

 

Through a Glass, Darkly 

George S. Patton, Jr. 
(full poem is 24 stanzas) 

 

 
(1st Stanza) 

Through the travail of the ages,  

Midst the pomp and toil of war,  

Have I fought and strove and perished  

Countless times upon this star.  

 

(last Stanza) 

So forever in the future,  

Shall I battle as of yore,  

Dying to be born a fighter,  

But to die again, once more.  

 

 

Do Patton's numbers reveal a belief in reincarnation? Not necessarily, but what they do reveal is a highly unique 

individual who is his own person, as witnessed by his 1 Nature supported by his 55-1 Grand Pinnacle with its 7 PE. No 

two numbers in tandem reflect independent thought and isolation more  than the 1 and 7. His 77 PE in his Name Timeline 

of "Smith" indicates much introspective and reflective thought, corroborating his Grand Pinnacle 7 PE. Too, his 2/8 

Challenge grouping indicates a deep intuitive connection and this 2/8 IR set is the only Challenge energy in Patton's chart. 

None of these number patterns necessarily indicate a belief in reincarnation, but they do support a deep, intuitive, internal 

and reflective connection beyond the norm. 
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DEATH: 8/(8)/7 LTL  – "H" of "SMITH" 

George Patton died at the age of 60 in the "H" Letter Timeline of his second name, "Smith." This "H" carried an 8/7 IR 

set, one of the most challenging combinations in numerology. It's extended ciphering is 8/(8)/16-7. Of significance is that 

it is the only 8/(8)/7 IR set in his Letter Timeline. Unlike Amelia Earhart and Elvis Presley, whose deaths were dramatic, 

there was nothing of major numerical note at the time of Patton's death except for the timing and nature of it—coming 

shortly after World War II ended and as a result of a freak vehicle accident. On a second note, it is interesting to see the 

complications, trials, travails, tribulations, tragedies, testings and problems reflected when the 7 is in the Reality position 

of an IR set. Something to ponder. 

 

SUMMARY 

George Smith Patton Jr. was an intriguing individual and a great general—enigmatic and eccentric, charismatic and 

caustic, flamboyant and fiery. He  was  unique,  demanding, egocentric, courageous, brave—a true living legend in his 

own time who created an aura that can only be called the Patton Mystique. 

 

Some of the interesting components in the numerology chart of General George S. Patton, Jr. are . . . 

 All of the components of General Patton's Life Matrix—the framework of his 44-8 Lifepath—house master 

numbers except his 1st Challenge, which has no cipher whatsoever. This is a result of his 11 November birthday 

(11 minus 11 = 0) 

 Patton's Grand (3rd) Pinnacle is a 55-1 (core of his 44-8 LP) 

 Patton's 2nd Pinnacle and Crown (4th) Pinnacle are a 33-6 

 All of Patton's Epochs are master numbers 

 All of Patton's Name Timeline PEs house a master number 

 Patton's Life Matrix consists of a quintstack of 11-2/8 energy creating life linkage—three sets in his 2nd, 3rd and 

4th Challenges and two in his 1st and 2nd Epochs (Note: the 8 PE of this IR set matches his 8 Lifepath with its 44 

master root) 

 Every one of Patton's Life Challenges reveals conflict, teamwork and relationship (11-2), generalship and 

command (8) 

 The word "General" is an 8 matching his simple Lifepath  

 Patton died in the only 8/(8)/7 Letter Timeline in his life, the "H" of "Smith"  

 Interestingly, the word military is a 44-8 energy, matching Patton's Lifepath. 
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(Photo courtesy of Wikipedia) 

 

GENERAL GEORGE S. PATTON, JR  –  QUOTES 

  

A man must know his destiny… if he does not recognize it, then he is lost.  

 

I am a soldier, I fight where I am told  and I win where I fight. 

 

If everybody is thinking alike, then somebody isn't thinking. 

 

In war the only sure defense is offense. 

 

Keep punching. 

 

There is a time to take counsel of your fears and there is a time to never listen to any fear.  

 

You’re never beaten until you admit it. 

 

Fixed fortifications are monuments to man's stupidity.  

 

Live for something rather than die for nothing.  

 

There is only one type of discipline, perfect discipline. 

 

No sane man is unafraid in battle, but discipline produces in him a form of vicarious courage.  

 

War is the supreme test of man in which he rises to heights never approached in any other 

activity. 
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An Army is a team. It lives, sleeps, eats and fights as a team. 

 

Lead me, follow me, or get out of my way.  

 

Never let the enemy pick the battle site. 

 

It’s the unconquerable soul of man, not the nature of the weapon he uses, that insures victory. 

 

In case of doubt, attack. 

 

I always believe in being prepared, even when I'm dressed in white tie and tails. 

 

Always do more than is required of you. 

 

War is simple, direct and ruthless. 

 

Article source: THE KING’S BOOK OF NUMEROLOGY, VOLUME 10: HISTORIC ICONS 

by Richard Andrew King 

 
Entire book available at Amazon.com 
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